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CONCISE STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Commission should set aside the ID of the Administrative Law Judge (“ALJ”).  

Respondent Ottobock HealthCare North America, Inc.’s (“Ottobock”) acquisition of FIH Group 

Holdings, LLC (“Freedom”) (“Acquisition”) has not, and will not, harm competition in any 

relevant antitrust market.  In ruling that Ottobock failed to rebut Complaint Counsel’s (“CC”) 

prima facie case, the ALJ compartmentalized and ignored substantial evidence, disregarded 

applicable law, and grounded his determinations primarily on the unreliable and discredited 

testimony of a few customers.  

Uncontroverted evidence established there are no significant barriers to expansion by three 

major, non-merging competitors—Össur hf. (“Össur”), Chas. A Blatchford & Sons Ltd., d/b/a/ 

Endolite (“Endolite”), Proteor, Inc., d/b/a/ Nabtesco & Proteor USA (“Proteor”)—which have the 

ability to fill any very small void left by Freedom.  Freedom sold only about  MPKs in 2017 

out of an alleged market consisting of annual sales typically exceeding  units.  Pre-

Acquisition, the market had rejected Freedom, it was failing, and in far worse condition than its 

competitors.  The only knee Freedom markets as a microprocessor-controlled knee (“MPK”), Plié, 

was at the end of its life cycle and substantially behind competitor MPKs in quality and 

functionality. The notion that it was just Freedom, and its  Plies, that made the U.S. MPK 

market competitive and kept Ottobock, already with -plus MPK market share, from raising 

prices makes no economic sense. 

With the agreed-upon divestiture of the entire Freedom MPK business,  there is no increase 

in Ottobock’s market share in the MPK market or a basis for a presumption of harm.  The ALJ 

summarily dismissed the MPK divestiture in contravention of substantial authority—including an 
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opinion issued by this Commission earlier in this case—that courts must consider a merger 

together with any proposed partial divestiture in analyzing the merger’s competitive effects. 

II. STATEMENT OF FACTS 

A. Acquisition.  

Ottobock acquired Freedom on September 22, 2017 for   RPF 17.  Pre-

Acquisition, Ottobock and Freedom separately manufactured various lower-limb prosthetic 

components, including feet, ankles and knees, for sale to prosthetic clinics and distributors.  RPF 

1-6.  Freedom primarily sells foot products, which is Ottobock’s weakest product line.  RPF 943-

947.  Ottobock’s primary strategic rationale for the Acquisition was to  

.  RPF 941.   

Ottobock has a history of success in prosthetic knees.  Ottobock introduced the first “swing-

and-stance” MPK, the C-Leg, to the United States in 1999.  RPF 1099. Since introduction, 

Ottobock’s C-Leg has been considered the “gold standard” MPK.1  RPF 607, 610-611.  Ottobock 

has continued to innovate MPKs by offering customers new versions and various tiers of MPKs 

including, through partnership with DOD and VA, the waterproof X3 for U.S. military personnel.  

RPF 181-188, 218-219, 505-507.  

Ottobock also sells hydraulic and pneumatic swing-and-stance mechanical knees for high-

activity patients, such as the 3R80 and 3R60.  The swing-and-stance control is done manually, not 

with a microprocessor, yet these knees offer certain advantages over MPKs (e.g., waterproofness, 

enhanced flexion, and lighter weight).  RPF  143-148.   

                                                 
1 The ID correctly found that for many years Ottobock had between 80-98% share of the MPK market; 

however, there is no record evidence or allegation that during these years Ottobock was able exert market power, 
able to raise prices, slow innovation, or thwart new entry and expansion.  IDFOF 489.  The same would hold true 
post-Acquisition. 
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  For approximately 18 months, Freedom and its investment bank, Moelis, 

exhausted good faith efforts to find both potential investors and potential acquirers.  RPF 1450-

1451.   

 

  Freedom’s pending debt payment made 

time of the essence.  RPF 1313.  Ottobock was the only serious potential buyer that was prepared 

to close an acquisition in time to pay Freedom’s debt.  RPF 1506. 

III. SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 

The U.S. MPK market is incredibly competitive and dynamic.  It is characterized by 

numerous viable, innovative, well-established prosthetics suppliers aggressively and continuously 

competing against one another for each and every clinic customer.  This dynamic was as true pre-

Acquisition as it is today and will be in the future.  The ALJ did not consider these market 

dynamics.  Rather, he focused myopically on a few speculative soundbites from a handful of 

customers regarding their opinions of several years-old products, most of which are no longer even 

on the market.   

The ALJ’s Section 7 and unilateral effects analyses are flagrant misapplications of United 

States v. Baker Hughes, 908 F.2d 981, 984 (D.C. Cir. 1990), its progeny, and the Horizontal 

Merger Guidelines ( “Guidelines”).  The ID should be overturned because: 

1.    Respondent rebutted CC’s prima facie case of harm to competition by producing 

evidence of: (i) likely expansion by viable MPK competitors; (ii) market dynamics that foster MPK 

competition; (iii) bargaining power of clinics; (iv) the lack of close substitution between C-Leg 

and Plié; (v) the potential for procompetitive efficiencies; (vi) Freedom’s imminent market exit 

pre-Acquisition; and (vii) the elimination of any purported harm by the MPK Divestiture.    
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2.   The ALJ’s finding of a strong presumption of anticompetitive effects in the face of 

a clean-sweep divestiture was plain error.  There is no increase in Ottobock’s share of any MPK 

market and no basis for any structural presumption.  

3.    The ALJ erred in accepting CC’s alleged MPK-only relevant market in the first 

place.  The ALJ relied on faulty economics—the Lerner Condition—and a faulty variable—

diversion—that not only fail to define a clear relevant market here, but that have properly been 

criticized and rejected as a basis on which to draw conclusions on market definition. 

4. Freedom faced immediate bankruptcy on the eve of the Acquisition. Freedom’s 

financial problems were so serious in 2017 that its auditors explicitly raised “substantial doubt” 

about Freedom’s ability to continue as a going concern in Freedom’s 2016 audited financial 

statements.  Nevertheless, the ALJ concluded that the failing firm defense did not apply because 

the auditors issued a “clean” 2016 opinion, relying on a highly discredited e-mail that was directly 

contradicted by sworn audited financial statements. The Acquisition saved Freedom from 

inevitable collapse. 

5. The ALJ’s proposed remedy of effectively a complete divestiture is overbroad. To 

the extent the Commission finds the Acquisition otherwise illegal, the remedy should be limited 

to the MPK Divestiture,  

 

6. This Part 3 proceeding is unconstitutional. 

The Commission should dismiss the Complaint or order that Ottobock proceed with the 

MPK Divestiture to allow the transaction to benefit competition. 

SPECIFICATION OF THE QUESTIONS INTENDED TO BE URGED 

1. Did the ALJ correctly apply the Baker Hughes burden-shifting framework where 

the ALJ did not review and accept rebuttal evidence produced by Respondent that, in its totality, 
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demonstrated the market concentration statistics did not accurately reflect the potential competitive 

effect of the Acquisition, including: (a) evidence of potential expansion by Össur, Endolite, and 

Proteor in the U.S. MPK market; (b) evidence that the reimbursement system facilitates interbrand 

switching; (c) evidence of buying power of customers that fosters competition; and (d) evidence 

that unilateral harm is unlikely because Ottobock and Freedom’s MPKs are not close substitutes.  

2. Did the ALJ err by failing to consider the Acquisition together with the MPK 

Divestiture in determining whether there was a presumption of economic harm? 

4. Did the ALJ err by adopting a definition of the product market that is internally 

inconsistent, insufficiently specific, and based on flawed economics? 

6. Did the ALJ err in rejecting Respondent’s failing firm defense? 

7. Did the ALJ err by imposing an overbroad, punitive remedy where any potential 

anticompetitive harm would be eliminated by divestiture of only the MPK assets? 

8. Did this Part 3 proceeding violate the United States Constitution’s Appointments 

Clause and guarantees of due process and equal protection?  

COMMISSION STANDARD OF REVIEW 

“[T]he Commission reviews the ALJ’s findings of fact and conclusions of law de novo, 

considering ‘such parts of the record as are cited or as may be necessary to resolve the issues 

presented.’ The Commission may ‘exercise all powers which it could have exercised if it had made 

the initial decision.’” In re ProMedica Health System, Inc., No. 9346, 2012 WL 1155392 (F.T.C. 

March 28, 2012) (quoting 16 C.F.R. § 3.54). Factual findings must be supported by a 

“preponderance of the evidence.” In re Chicago Bridge & Iron Co., No. 9300, 138 F.T.C. 1024, 

1027 n.4 (F.T.C. Dec. 22, 2004) (quoting Carter Prods., Inc. v. FTC, 268 F.2d 461, 487 (9th Cir. 

1959)). 
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ARGUMENT 

I. THE ID FUNDAMENTALLY MISAPPLIED WELL-ESTABLISHED SECTION 7 
LAW. 

The ALJ essentially acknowledged that Respondent produced rebuttal evidence as required 

under the Baker Hughes burden-shifting framework, but then erroneously analyzed that evidence 

on a piecemeal basis, under a heightened standard and dismissed it as unpersuasive.  The Supreme 

Court, however, demands a “totality of the circumstances” approach to Section 7, requiring the 

factfinder to weigh all factors together, rather than independently, to determine the likely effects 

of a particular transaction on competition.  Baker Hughes, 908 F.2d at 984. 

“Given the stakes, FTC’s burden is not insubstantial.”  FTC v. Arch Coal, Inc., 329 F. Supp. 

2d 109, 116 (D.D.C. 2004).  CC has the “burden on every element of their Section 7 challenge, 

and a failure of proof in any respect will mean the transaction should not be enjoined.”  Id.  “That 

the government can establish a prima facie case through evidence on only one factor, market 

concentration, does not negate the breadth of this analysis.”  Baker Hughes, 908 F.2d at 984.   

In this case, the purpose of the 13-week trial was to allow Respondent to rebut HHI 

numbers, which, by themselves, cannot guarantee victory.  Id. at 992.  As then-Circuit Judge 

Thomas stated in Baker Hughes, where the government makes a strong prima facie showing 

simply by presenting market concentration statistics, “to allow the government virtually to rest its 

case at that point, leaving the defendant to prove the core of the dispute, would grossly inflate the 

role of statistics in actions brought under Section 7.”  Id.   

The ALJ’s approach to Respondent’s rebuttal evidence demonstrates a fundamental 

misunderstanding of how rebuttal evidence must be analyzed under the second step of the Baker 

Hughes framework.  The ALJ ignored or rejected substantial, credible evidence produced by 
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Ottobock and instead relied on extremely unreliable, outdated, discredited and speculative 

testimony from a few customers called by CC.  This infected the entire ID. 

A. There Are No Barriers To Expansion. 

It is well-settled that likely expansion by existing competitors can counteract 

anticompetitive effects that would otherwise be expected.  See United States v. H&R Block, 833 

F. Supp. 2d 36, 73 (D.D.C. 2011); Baker Hughes, 908 F.2d at 987 (“In the absence of significant 

barriers, a company probably cannot maintain supracompetitive pricing for any length of time.”).  

To rebut the purported prima facie case here, Respondent carries the burden of producing evidence 

that ease of expansion is sufficient “to fill the competitive void that will result” if the transaction 

is not unwound.  H&R Block, Inc., 833 F. Supp. 2d at 73. 

The ALJ ignored substantial evidence produced by Respondent that demonstrated that  

Össur, Endolite, and Proteor are collectively poised to expand in a way that is “timely, likely, and 

sufficient in its magnitude, character, and scope to deter or counteract” any potential 

anticompetitive effects resulting from the transaction.  Id. at 74 (quoting Guidelines § 9).  As 

explained by Respondent’s expert economist, Dr. David Argue, at trial, “if Ottobock were to try 

and raise prices above competitive levels, it would lose enough sales to competing manufacturers 

that the price increase would be unprofitable.  Therefore, Ottobock would never do it in the first 

place.”  Argue, Tr. 6149.  The ALJ remarked that CC’s questions about post-Acquisition price 

increases were “ridiculous” because they ignored “the possibility that there are four or five other 

MPKs that a clinic could buy if the Plié 3’s price is increased.”  Argue, Tr. 6355-6357. 

Respondent’s evidence regarding potential future expansion by existing competitors was 

uncontroverted.  In addition to their current sales, within one year, Össur could supply  

MPKs, (DeRoy, Tr. 3692) Endolite could supply  MPKs, (RCCPF 1530) and Proteor could 

sell  Nabtesco Allux MPKs in the U.S. market.  RCCPF 1583.  That is available 
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MPKs in the U.S. market that, on a timely basis, are likely to be deployed and sufficient to 

counteract any impact from an acquisition of a company that has never sold that many MPKs in a 

year and has an aging, declining product.   

In analyzing the probabilities of expansion in the future, “it is critical to maintain a dynamic 

view of the relevant market.”  FTC v. Cardinal Health, 12 F. Supp. 2d 34, 58 (D.D.C. 1998).  As 

Dr. Argue testified at trial, from an economic standpoint, “you need to be focusing on what’s 

coming in the future and what potential Endolite and Nabestco have as competitors in the event of 

some future action occurring and that future action being an attempted price increase by Ottobock.”  

Argue, Tr. at 6213-6214.  

The ALJ’s conclusions regarding the competitive significance of potential expansion 

missed this crucial point.  Instead of looking forward, the ALJ looked backward to the state of the 

market several years ago when different products were being sold.  His conclusions are unreliable 

and cannot withstand the overwhelming evidence of industry acceptance of Össur, Endolite and 

Proteor products, , and the 

likely and timely expansion in the market by Össur, Endolite, and Proteor that would be sufficient 

to offset any post-merger pricing or output conduct that could result from the Acquisition, with or 

without the MPK Divestiture. 

1. Össur. 

Össur is the clear number two prosthetics company in the world and in the United States.  

RCCPF 993.  Össur’s direct sales force, which consists of 50 sales representatives and clinical 

specialists, dwarfs Freedom’s team of 14. DeRoy, Tr. 3568; Testerman, Tr. 1077-1078.  The 

evidence at trial established that Ottobock’s closest substitute in the MPK market is Össur. RPF 

646-660.  An Ottobock executive with first-hand knowledge of MPK market dynamics warned 
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Ottobock’s sales team:  “Plié is NOT the competition.  Rheo Is.  Plié is a fly and Rheo is a vulture.”  

RCCPF 1494.   

Össur has well-developed and well-resourced MPK innovation plans and is well-positioned 

to totally thwart any unilateral harm.   

 

 

 

 RCCPF 1492, 1519. 

DeRoy testified that  

 

     

Certified prosthetists with first-hand knowledge of MPKs testified uniformly that 

improvements in the Rheo in 2014, 2016, and 2017 have established the Rheo has having a better 

reputation than the Plié 3. 

 Michael Oros: The quality of Össur’s Rheo MPK has improved over time, making it a 
closer rival to the C-Leg 4. RPF 650. 

 Scott Sabolich:  Rheo is the closest substitute to the Ottobock C-Leg 4, followed by 
Orion 3, then Plié fourth.  RPF 659. 

 Rob Yates:  Rheo, C-Leg 4, Orion, and Plié are in the “same class” of knee; Rheo is 
“absolutely” a “good product”; and there have been recent improvements to the Rheo. 
RCCPF 1514. 

 Keith Watson:  He presents “all microprocessor knee solutions” to his patients, 
including the Rheo. RCCPF 1508. 

This testimony is confirmed by other clinic employees, including Government witnesses Asar, 

Brandt, and Endrikat, discussed infra. 
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The ALJ inexplicably ignores all this evidence and instead finds that any expansion by 

Össur would not fill a competitive void because “clinicians view the Rheo 3 as functionally 

different from C-Leg 4 and Plié 3.”  ID 51.  The ID inaccurately relies on the testimony of three 

customers for this point.  Two of those witnesses (Senn and Ford) lack first-hand knowledge of 

the functionality, features, and benefits of MPKs.  They are not prosthetists and do not fit MPKs.  

Senn’s testimony is contradicted by his company’s own records showing  

  

3  POA only purchases 7-10 MPKs per year, and it did not purchase a Plié, Rheo, or 

Orion between March 2015 and the Acquisition. IDFOF 545-546.  Ford testified that POA can 

credibly threaten to switch to other MPKs thereby constraining Ottobock’s prices, even without 

buying other MPKs.  IDFOF 545-548.   

                                                 
3 The ALJ repeatedly cites to Senn of COPC in his ID, including for facts on the functionality of prosthetic 

knees, and the benefits of MPKs over non-MPKs.  During the hearing, the ALJ recognized that as a person who is not 
a prosthetist, has no medical training, and who does not interact with patients as part of his role, Senn lacks the 
foundation to reliably testify regarding the benefits of microprocessor knees and functionality of prosthetic 
components.  Senn, Tr. 163.  In fact, the ALJ specifically constrained the scope of his testimony to be only probative 
of his observations about prosthetic knees—not about the knees themselves.  Senn, Tr. 174.  Senn testified that his 
office is not in a clinical location, and he does not see patients on a daily basis—even in passing.  He testified instead 
that he sees patients “monthly” but not in a clinical setting.  Indeed, Senn testified on direct that he had never observed 
a person wearing an MPK go up hills or stairs.  Senn, Tr. 173.   

On cross, Senn admitted that he lacked knowledge regarding mechanical knees appropriate for K3 patients.  
When asked to compare different knees appropriate for K-3 and K-4 patients as listed on the product selection guide 
for his company,  Senn stated that he was not as familiar with the non-MPKs.  Senn, Tr. 241.  Further, when pressed 
on the functionality of particular MPKs,  Senn testified that he was “not qualified” to answer such questions.  Senn, 
Tr. 255.  

Despite this admitted lack of knowledge, the ALJ cites  Senn’s testimony for propositions such as: 

 For a K-3 or K-4 patient, the “MPK is the best available knee that’s available to those patients, so 
we want to provide . . . what those patients deserve and what works best.”  ID 20; IDFOF 368. 

 It would be a disservice to the patients and poor patient care to threaten to shift to mechanical knees 
because MPKs are “a much better knee” and if a patient is eligible for one, that is the knee that they 
would prefer and deserve.”  ID 22; IDFOF 449.  

These factual findings by the ALJ are not supported by reliable evidence and do not meet the required 
standard under Rule 3.51.  They should not be adopted by the Commission. 
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The third witness cited in the ID is Tracy Ell, owner of Mid-Missouri O&P who admitted 

that he does not have first-hand knowledge choosing MPKs.  Ell, Tr. 1777. There is no evidence 

in the record that Mid-Missouri clinicians would not switch to Rheo in response to a post-

Acquisition price increase.  In fact, Ell testified that the C-Leg, Rheo, Plié, and Orion are all in the 

same “class” of MPK: PX05129 (Ell, Dep. 108).   

2. Endolite. 

Endolite’s U.S. headquarters is in Miamisburg, Ohio.  RCCPF 911.  Endolite employs 900 

people worldwide, including 80 in the United States.  RCCPF 913.  Endolite’s U.S. sales force is 

larger than Freedom’s and consists of two regional sales managers, fifteen sales representatives 

and five clinical support specialists.  RCCPF 913.   

 

In 2017 Endolite began pricing Orion 3 more aggressively to clinics in the United States.  

RPF 831.  After a meeting with  

 RPF 852-853.  

Based on these improvements, Endolite’s MPK sales have  RPF 854-856. 

Freedom’s sales team noted that Orion 3 was “costing us business” in various clinics, including 

Human Technologies where Endolite was selling Orion 3 for $11,000. RPF 832.  Mark Ford (POA) 

testified that competition from Endolite has led to innovative improvements with MPKs. RPF 833.  

As a result of these efforts, Endolite’s MPK sales skyrocketed to  in 2017, and Endolite was 

on pace  at the time of trial. RCCPF 920.  In 2018, Endolite 

was selling MPKs per month and had idle capacity for an additional MPKs per month.  

RCCPF 1530.  That’s sales of MPK unit sales with idle capacity of MPKs immediately 

available.  RCCPF 1530. 
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At trial, Endolite’s President, Stephen Blatchford, testified that it  

 

 

  

RCCPF 921-922.   

  Id.   

 

  Id.   

  Id.  Endolite’s MPK growth plans are possible due to a capital 

infusion by investor CPBE Capital in November 2018.  RCCPF1529.   

All but one Ottobock MPK market competitive analysis cited by the ALJ between 2015 

and 2018 includes Endolite.  IDFOF 411-421.  Every Freedom competitive analysis regarding the 

MPK market between 2015 and 2018 includes Endolite.  IDFOF 422-426.  Össur’s competitive 

assessments of the MPK market also always include Endolite.  IDFOF 427-428. 

Nonetheless, the ALJ concluded that Endolite cannot expand in a way that is “timely, 

likely, and sufficient” due to historically smaller market share and reputational barriers.  ID 51-53. 

This conclusion is unsupported by the record.   

First, the ALJ ignored the evidence of Endolite’s post-2016 growth, supra.  Second, the 

record is undisputed that Endolite has rehabilitated its MPK reputation.  The out-of-context 

testimony cited in the ID for this point referenced predecessor MPKs launched several years before 

the Orion 3.  RCCPF 1536. Blatchford testified that Orion 3 has allowed Endolite to overcome its 

reputational barriers and that the new Orion 3 is now C-Leg 4’s primary substitute. RCCPF 1536.   
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Competitors and customers with first-hand knowledge of MPKs confirmed that Endolite 

does not currently face significant reputational barriers to expansion.  The most important 

customer in the MPK market, Hanger,  

 according to its CEO. Asar, Tr. 1448. This fact—from the CEO of the company that buys 

almost  of Freedom’s MPKs—is dispositive of the lack of barriers to expansion.  Reams of 

evidence confirm this point.   

 DeRoy (Össur) testified that the Orion 3 has made inroads in the MPK market 
increasing Endolite’s market share.  DeRoy, Tr. 3668-3669. 

 Ottobock’s head of U.S. MPK marketing testified that Endolite has significantly 
improved Orion, and increased trials of Orion 3 have allowed Endolite to steal MPK 
share. RCCPF 916.   

 Freedom’s VP of Key Accounts testified that, starting in 2016, Endolite was pricing 
the Orion 3 very aggressively.  RCFOF 917.   

 Freedom was concerned that Endolite had started  
 RCCPF 917. 

 Ottobock competitive assessments noted that Endolite is “[q]uietly building a following 
through positive experience with performance, customers are commenting on improved 
functionality with [Orion 3]” RCCPF 1531.  

 Ottobock’s competitive assessment in 2017 indicated that Orion 3’s substantial growth 
was eroding C-Leg 4’s share.  RCCPF 1531 

 James Patton, III (certified, practicing prosthetist, Prosthetic Solutions) testified that 
Endolite’s sales representatives had started offering aggressive price discounts against 
other MPKs, and that his clinic favors the Orion 3 and C-Leg 4 because they are easier 
to fit on patients than Plié 3 and better for new amputees.  PX05151 (Patton Dep. 38-
39, 111-113, 136). 

 Anthony Filippis (certified prosthetist, Wright & Filippis) testified that the Orion 3 is 
equivalent to C-Leg 4 and Plié 3. PX05167 (Filippis Dep. 115). 

 Jeff Sprinkle (certified, practicing prosthetist, Sprinkle Prosthetics, LLC) testified that, 
despite prior reliability problems, if Ottobock raised the price of the C-Leg, he would 
switch patients to Endolite’s Orion 3 or Össur’s Rheo.  RCCPF 1544. 
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 Endolite’s President concluded that the Allux is “quite a nice functioning knee” and is 
a direct competitor of the Orion 3, C-Leg 4, Rheo, and Plié 3. RCCPF 1571.  

 Össur’s Executive VP of R&D testified that the Allux had become a “mainstream” 
MPK along with the C-Leg, Rheo, Orion, and Plié. PX05124 (DeRoy, Dep. 71). 

 An Ottobock executive testified that “we’re getting reports back from customers that 
are using [Allux]” and characterized its growth as follows:  

Q. Has Nabtesco’s Allux been able to make inroads in the United 
States market within the last year?  

Schneider: It has. The Allux product is very intriguing. They had 
used a distributor in the United States that was pretty small, but 
dedicated, and they have recently purchased the company Ability, 
which has a prosthetic foot which is called the RUSH, that has done 
a tremendous job marketing and has taken a lot of -- earned a lot of 
sales of their foot product. And now they have -- the Allux product 
will have a truly dedicated sales staff and aggressive marketing staff 
and many more feet on the street and people in the United States that 
will be marketing and selling the Allux product.  

Q. How is Ottobock addressing Proteor Nabtesco’s recent 
acquisition of Ability Dynamics?  

Schneider: We’re monitoring it. RCCPF 1572. 

 Oros (certified, practicing prosthetist, Scheck & Siress) testified at his deposition that 
Allux is a “very, very interesting knee” that his clinic is “absolutely” open to trying.  
PX05134 (Oros, Dep. 134).  At trial, Oros testified that those trials resulted in his clinic 
fitting patients with Allux as often as it fits the Plié and Orion 3 in 2018.  RCCPF 1580. 

 Sabolich (certified, practicing prosthetist, SSPR) testified that Allux’s exposure has 
increased in 2018.  RCCPF 1593. 

Once again, the ALJ improperly took a backward-looking view of the competitive 

significance of the Nabtesco Allux, contrary to the Supreme Court’s instruction in Cardinal Health 

to focus on market dynamics in the future.  ID 54.  The ID exaggerates unreliable, limited evidence 

to reach the conclusion that “many” customers have not heard of Nabtesco and that “many” would 

not fit a Nabtesco Allux.  ID 54.  The ALJ relied on isolated depositions of five clinic employees 

who were deposed months before Nabtesco began to trial the Allux and raise its brand awareness.  
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RCCPF 1559.  Not surprisingly, the only trial testimony came from Senn (COPC) and Ford (POA), 

who have no first-hand knowledge related to the benefits and features of different MPKs.  See page 

16, supra. 

B. The Reimbursement System Facilitates Interbrand Substitution. 

The ALJ failed to accept rebuttal evidence produced by Respondent that demonstrated that 

the reimbursement system for MPKs constrains the ability of Ottobock to raise prices above 

competitive levels.  Manufacturers of prosthetic components typically sell products to prosthetic 

clinics, which then fit those products on amputee patients. Patients do not purchase prosthetic 

devices directly from manufacturers. Prosthetic clinics employ certified prosthetists to make and 

fit prostheses and manage comprehensive patient care of amputees.  RPF 114.  

There are several different factors that affect what type and brand of prosthetic knee an 

amputee receives from a prosthetic clinic.  IDFOF 134.  Surgeons rarely include the specific brand 

of prosthetic knee in prescriptions for prosthetic knees, meaning, clinics are free to switch between 

MPKs for patients that clinically require an MPK—brand does not matter.  IDFOF 141.  

Prosthetists are the individuals that choose the specific type and then the brand of the knee.  IDFOF 

143.  The prosthetist is the “subject-matter expert in terms of the specific componentry” who is 

“driving that conversation.” IDFOF 143.4   

Insurance providers determine a patient’s eligibility for an MPK, not the brand of MPK.  

IDFOF 151-161, 169-186.  Once the provider authorizes eligibility, the prosthetist can select any 

brand of MPK.  IDFOF 151-161, 187-211.  Only active patients, meaning K-3 or K-4 amputees, 

                                                 
4 ALJ found that “[t]he patient has significant input into which knee they get”; however, CC did not depose 

or call an MPK user to testify at trial, and successfully moved to preclude the only MPK-user Respondent planned to 
call. Order Granting Motion to Exclude Witness (June 27, 2018). 
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are eligible to receive an MPK in the United States, and witnesses with first-hand knowledge do 

not expect that to change for at least five to ten years.  IDFOF 162-168.   

Clinics are reimbursed for prosthetic devices based on “L-Codes” developed by CMS.  

IDFOF 115.  Reimbursement rates are set by combining L-Codes based on product functionality. 

IDFOF 117. The L-Code definitions are not manufacturer-specific.  IDFOF 120. Clinics receive 

the same reimbursement amount, as established for each L-Code, regardless of the manufacturer 

of the device provided to the patient.  IDFOF 120, 320-321.  The net result is that clinic customers 

are reimbursed virtually the same amount regardless of which mainstream MPK they pick.  IDFOF 

320-21.  All of the mainstream MPKs recommend that their knees be reimbursed under L-Code 

5856.  IDFOF 442-443. 

Private insurers reimburse  less than Medicare. RPF 287-289. 

 

 

 

Dr. Argue testified that the reimbursement system “puts a ceiling on what the 

manufacturers can realistically charge the clinics for the purchase of the knee.”  Argue, Tr. 6229.  

“They’ve said, when we are building a knee, that reimbursement is part of the strategy of how 

much they can put into that knee and how much they’re going to be able to charge for that knee, 

because they have to leave enough margin for the clinics to cover their other costs, so it very  much 

puts a restraint on the manufacturers.”  Argue, Tr. 6229.  Clinic representatives also confirmed 

that the industry’s third-party-payer system constrains price-raising ability—reimbursement is 

such a factor that clinics believe there is no risk of manufacturers raising prices. RPF 318, 964 
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D. Unilateral Harm Is Unlikely. 

A merger is unlikely to have unilateral harm if the acquiring firm lacks the incentive to 

raise prices or reduce quality after the acquisition, independent of competitive responses from 

other firms.  See H&R Block, 833 F. Supp. 2d at 81 (D.D.C. 2011).5  The question is not whether 

the merging firms are simply “direct” competitors.  The central question is “[t]he extent of direct 

competition between the products sold by the merging parties.”  Guidelines § 6.1.  Courts evaluate  

the “extent of direct competition” under the following conditions: 

(1) the products must be differentiated; (2) the products controlled 
by the merging firms must be close substitutes, i.e., “a substantial 
number of customers of one firm would turn to the other in response 
to a price increase; (3) other products must be sufficiently different 
from the products offered by the merging firms that a merger would 
make a small but significant and non-transitory price increase 
profitable for the merging firm; and (4) repositioning must be 
unlikely. 

FTC v. CCC Holdings Inc., 605 F. Supp. 2d 26, 68 (D.D.C. 2009).  If the ALJ had properly 

considered these conditions, he would have concluded that no unilateral harm is likely post-

Acquisition. 

At trial, CC attempted to prove that Ottobock and Freedom competed vigorously “head-to-

head” for MPK sales.  However, there is scant record of such competition in the record.  ID 40-

49.  The ALJ did not find that Ottobock and Freedom were closest competitors and appeared to 

concede that they were not. ID at 43 (“it is not necessary for the merging products to be each 

other’s closest competitor”).  Instead, the ALJ found that “[t]he evidence demonstrates that, 

                                                 
5 There should be no rebuttable presumption of anticompetitive effects based on market concentration in 

this differentiated products unilateral effects case.  See, e.g., United States v. Oracle, 331 F. Supp. 2d 1098, 1122 
(N.D. Cal. 2004); see also Remarks of Joshua Wright, available at 
https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/public_statements/ftc%E2%80%99s-role-shaping-antitrust-
doctrine-recent-successes-and-future-targets/130924globalantitrustsymposium.pdf (while “the presumption is a 
convenient litigation tool,” it is not “supported by sound economics in unilateral effects cases”). 
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regardless of the asserted differences between the C-Leg 4 and the Plié 3, from the perspective and 

experience of a significant fraction of clinic customers, both knees are acceptable, C-Legs and 

Pliés are their top two choices, and Freedom’s presence as a competitor has enabled clinics to 

increase their bargaining leverage and negotiate lower prices..”  ID 48-49 (emphasis added). 

This is a misapplication of well-settled unilateral effects analysis.  See, e.g., CCC Holdings, 

605 F. Supp. 2d at 68.  The question is not whether Ottobock and Freedom competed directly or 

whether a supposed “significant fraction of customers” consider the C-Leg 4 and Plié 3 to be 

“acceptable.” ID 43.  The analysis required under the Guidelines and well-established legal 

precedent demands much more. 

To create a likelihood of unilateral harm, Ottobock and Freedom must be close substitutes, 

not simply “direct” competitors or the “top two choices.”  Ottobock, Freedom, Össur, Endolite, 

and Proteor are all direct competitors and are all considered “mainstream” or “base class” MPKs. 

IDFOF 428; RBR 68-70.  That some subset of clinics may currently consider C-Leg and Plié “top 

two choices” says nothing of their substitutability for one another in response to a future price 

increase.  RPF 577-616; Argue, Tr. 6150 (concluding that “Plié 3 is probably one of the most 

distant MPK competitors to C-Leg 4”).  Moreover, the ALJ’s analysis totally ignores whether 

Ottobock’s and Freedom’s MPKs are “sufficiently different” from rival MPKs and whether 

repositioning by those competitors would be unlikely. 

For the few clinics that sell mostly C-Legs and Pliés, there is no evidence that these 

customers would consider Ottobock and Freedom to be first and second choice and sufficiently 

different from Rheo, Orion, and Allux, in response to a price increase.  For example, Hanger’s 

CEO testified that it could  (Asar, Tr. 1448), and 
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 RPF 674, 766; RCCPF 1150.   

Average prices for rival mainstream MPKs further show that the C-Leg 4 and Plié 3 are 

not close substitutes.  Average pricing for mainstream MPKs are as follows:  C-Leg 

, Rheo  Plié  Orion  and Allux 

. IDFOF 203, 241, 270, 291.  According to Professor Scott-Morton, the value that the 

MPK is delivering to the market is reflected by its price. IDFOF 475.  Plié 3 pricing tends to be 

lower than higher-quality manufacturers for this reason.  IDFOF. 492-493.  Moreover, the ID did 

not identify a single, specific instance of head-to-head price competition between C-Leg 4 and Plié 

3. IDFOF 487-638.   

Össur, Endolite, and Proteor supply higher quality, better functioning MPKs than Freedom, 

and these rivals have all released new MPKs since Plié 3 debuted in 2014:  Rheo (2017), Orion 3 

(2016), and Allux (2017).  RCCPF 926.  Unlike Freedom, there are established clinical benefits of 

using Össur’s and Endolite’s MPKs for K-3 and K-4 patients.  RCCPF 508, 671-673; RPF 359-

360. 

The ID’s unilateral effects “analysis” totally ignores mountains of evidence showing that 

all mainstream MPKs are close enough competitors to prevent unilateral harm.  For example, all 

mainstream MPK suppliers track each other’s market positioning. IDFOF 405-410.  Freedom’s 

Plié 3 launch materials from 2014 investigated the mainstream MPKs at that time:  C-Leg 3, Rheo 

2, and Orion 2. IDFOF 550-571.  Ottobock’s launch materials for the C-Leg 4 examined the same. 

IDFOF 580-591.   

Freedom witnesses with first-hand MPK market knowledge testified that it will lower the 

price of the Plié 3 to compete with any MPK supplier.  “Freedom frequently provides lower prices 
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to customers in response to competition from other microprocessor knee manufacturers.” IDFOF 

496.  Freedom’s chairman “acknowledged that when a competing MPK manufacturer offers 

Freedom customers a lower price, customers often seek to renegotiate their contracts with 

Freedom.  Freedom has lowered the price of its MPK during these negotiations due to competitive 

pressures from other MPK manufacturers.” IDFOF 498.  The evidence does not support the 

conclusion that these materials targeted C-Leg, specifically. IDFOF 550-591.6  For example, 

 

 RPF 803-804.   

 RPF 

805. Ford (POA) testified: 

Q.  Now, while POA clinics fit almost exclusively C-Legs, you 
acknowledge that your prosthetists view the Össur Rheo to be in the 
same category as the C-Leg, correct? 

Ford.  As a microprocessor knee, yes. RCCPF 1510. 

Not a single clinic customer considers rival MPKs “sufficiently different” from Plié and 

C-Leg, let alone a significant number of customers, or customers as a whole.  CC’s own hand-

picked witnesses do not consider rival MPKs “sufficiently different” under a proper unilateral 

effects analysis. 

 Hanger sells MPKs from Ottobock, Össur, Freedom, Endolite, and Nabtesco. IDFOF 
499-501.   

o Freedom’s former CEO testified that “Hanger’s ability to switch to another MPK 
manufacturer gives Hanger bargaining leverage against Freedom to obtain lower 
prices.” IDFOF 496.  

                                                 
6 CC attempted desperately to establish that Ottobock added IP-67 water-resistance rating to the C-Leg 4 in 

response to the Plié 3 as the only real example of innovation competition between the merging firms.  But Ottobock 
finalized the requirement for IP-67 rating of the C-Leg 4 in April 2013, over a year before Plié 3 launched. IDFOF 
580; RCCPF 1011. 
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 Endrikat (Empire):  Empire purchases MPKs from Ottobock, Freedom, Endolite, and 
Össur.  PX05001 (Endrikat IH 19-20). 

o Endrikat considers Rheo just “slightly” different than the C-Leg, but is actually 
“more nimble and agile” than the C-Leg 4. RCCPF 1483.   

o Regarding comparisons between Orion and C-Leg, Endrikat testified: “ I do know 
with their recent update on the 3.0 that the software configuration is similar to the 
Ottobock knee, and also their safety profile is similar.”  PX05001 (Endrikat IH 23-
24).. 

 Jonesboro P&O considers the Freedom Plié, Ottobock C-Leg, Endolite Orion, and 
Össur Rheo to be the “base class” of MPKs. RCCPF 1514. 

 Ell testified that the C-Leg, Rheo, Plié, and Orion are all in the same “class” of MPK 
as follows: PX05129 (Ell Dep. 108).  Ell testified that his clinic does not currently 
purchase the Nabtesco Allux but that he would if he were approached by Proteor and 
learned about the product. Id. at 77.  

CC’s evidence is particularly unimpressive considering that there are approximately 3,400 

prosthetic clinics and 6,500 certified prosthetists in the United States, RPF 113; IDFOF 78, and 

CC interviewed over 400 individuals at over 160 clinics as part of its investigation.  See CC Initial 

Disclosures, Appx. A.  The twelve clinic customers selected by CC to testify provided no evidence 

that rival MPKs are “sufficiently different” from C-Leg and Plié for these clinics, let alone the 

other thousands of clinics that were unrepresented in this case, and there is no support in the law 

to extrapolate from the mild preferences of a few customers to customers generally or to even a 

significant fraction of customers.  See United States v. Oracle Corp., 331 F. Supp. 2d 1098, 1167 

(N.D. Cal. 2004) (“Drawing generalized conclusions about an extremely heterogeneous customer 

market based upon testimony from a small sample is not only unreliable, it is nearly impossible.”) 

Because the evidence shows that Össur, Endolite, and Proteor are capable competitors for 

the fraction of customers that use primarily C-Leg and Plié,  
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 any postulated or presumed unilateral harm from the transaction 

is rebutted.  Without a reason to believe Össur, Endolite, and Proteor are currently “sufficiently 

different” competitors and that they will remain “sufficiently different” competitors in the future, 

basic economics indicate that the Acquisition will have no effect.   

E. The Acquisition Will Provide Procompetitive Efficiencies. 

Under common ownership, Ottobock realized that low substitution between Ottobock’s 

and Freedom’s products supported a dual-brand strategy.  RBR 78-81.  This strategy, when applied 

to Freedom’s entire portfolio of products, identified Acquisition-specific efficiencies of at least 

 

  RRBR 94-95. 

II. THE TRANSACTION INCLUDING THE MPK DIVESTITURE WILL NOT 
INCREASE OTTOBOCK SHARE IN ANY MPK MARKET AND THERE IS NO 
BASIS FOR ANY PRESUMPTION OF ANTICOMPETITIVE EFFECTS. 

Ottobock’s proposed divestiture of the MPK business must be included in any structural 

analysis.  There is no basis for a presumption of anticompetitive effects where the acquirer has 

agreed to divest the acquisition target’s entire business in the alleged relevant product market.  The 

ALJ focused on the MPK Divestiture’s appropriateness as a remedy, but ignored its impact on 

CC’s prima facie case.  The Acquisition with the MPK Divestiture results in  

 and CC failed to establish a prima facie case. 

A. Divestiture of the Target’s Entire Business in the Alleged Market Cannot Be 
Ignored.           

Statistical evidence is insufficient to establish anticompetitive effects where the evidence 

does not account for the future impact of a divestiture.  In United States v. General Dynamics 
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Corp., 415 U.S. 486 (1974), the Supreme Court held that an acquisition would result in no 

substantial lessening of competition—despite the government’s undisputed showing of undue 

concentration based upon market share statistics at the time of the merger. Although market share 

statistics are “the primary index of market power,” “the probable anticompetitive effect of [a] 

merger” can only be judged by considering a market’s “structure, history and probable future.” Id. 

at 498 (emphasis added).  Thus, post-acquisition evidence is admissible to evaluate the future 

competitive effects of an acquisition. Id. at 504 (citing FTC v. Consol. Foods Corp., 380 U.S. 592, 

598 (1965); United States v. E.I. DuPont de Nemours & Co., 353 U.S. 586, 597 (1957)).  

A court must consider post-acquisition evidence of a planned divestiture as part of the 

reviewed transaction itself, not just as a potential remedy.  In FTC v. Arch Coal, Inc., No. 1:04-

cv-00534, ECF No. 67 at 7 (D.D.C. July 7, 2004), the FTC argued that a divestiture was an issue 

related to “remedy” not to the likelihood of success on the merits in the Section 13(b) injunction 

action. See id. at 2-3.  The court disagreed, holding that it was required “to review the entire 

transaction in question.”  Id. at 7.  The court was “unwilling simply to ignore the fact of the 

divestiture.”  Id.  Although the court ultimately found that the FTC made out a prima facie case, 

that case was weak because the FTC was required to rely on HHI calculations that accounted for 

the divestiture.  See Arch Coal, Inc., 329 F. Supp. 2d at 124-25; FTC v. Libbey, Inc., 211 F. Supp. 

2d 34, 46 (D.D.C. 2002). 

The court likewise rejected the government’s position that a post-merger divestiture should 

be ignored in assessing anticompetitive effects in United States v. Atlantic Richfield Co., 297 F. 

Supp. 1061 (S.D.N.Y. 1969).  The court rejected DOJ’s argument that there should be a 

presumption of anticompetitive effects based on the merger, ignoring the divestiture.  Id. at 1067-

69.  It found that “[f]or the arrangement viewed as a whole indicates that, instead of competition 
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being eliminated, a new vigorous and viable competitive force will be substituted for the present 

competitor.”  Id. at 1069 (emphasis added). 

Courts have thus consistently recognized that a post-merger partial divestiture must be 

considered together with the challenged merger in assessing whether the government has 

established its prima facie case.  See, e.g., United States v. Aetna, 240 F. Supp 3d. 1, 60 (D.D.C. 

2017) (stating that “a defendant may introduce evidence that a proposed divestiture would ‘restore 

the competition’ lost by the merger counteracting the anticompetitive effects of the merger.”) 

(quoting FTC v. Sysco, 113 F. Supp. 3d 1, 72 (D.D.C. 2015)); White Consol. Indus., Inc. v. 

Whirlpool Corp., 781 F.2d 1224, 1227-28 (6th Cir. 1986) (affirming order vacating injunctive 

relief after curative divestiture occurred). 

B. The MPK Divestiture Is Sufficiently Certain to Require Consideration. 

A proposed divestiture should be considered so long as it is “sufficiently non-speculative.” 

Aetna, 240 F. Supp. 3d at 60. However, “the divestiture need not be iron clad for a court to consider 

it.” Id. at 60, 63-64 (rejecting argument that merger was too uncertain to be considered); see also 

Atlantic Richfield, 297 F. Supp. at 1068. The ALJ erred by imposing a standard that would 

effectively require that any partial divestiture to be completed before the termination of litigation 

over the challenged transaction.  

Here, the MPK Divestiture is sufficiently non-speculative to be considered. The ALJ noted 

that “there are conditions precedent to closing the  which affect the likelihood of the 

divestiture[,]” including that  

 

 

 

ID 80-81. But no potential divestiture partner would close a transaction without government 
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A. The MPK-Only Market as Adopted and Described by the ALJ is 
Impermissibly Vague.         

The ALJ erroneously adopted a market consisting of all MPKs, and no other prosthetic 

knees.  The evidence established that prosthetic knees are highly differentiated, have a variety of 

different features and functions and range in sophistication, and there is significant technology 

overlap between knees that contain microprocessors, and those that do not.  RCCPF 617.  The ALJ 

does not address sophisticated prosthetic knees that do not contain microprocessors, but function 

more like many knees that do.  ID 17-35. 

Neither the evidence nor the ALJ’s analysis could support rejecting sophisticated non-

MPKs for K-3 and K-4 amputees, but including a wide variety of MPK’s that are differentiated.  

The ALJ failed to address the significant variation among prosthetic knees—and within his vague 

term “MPKs.”  Within knees that contain microprocessors, there are wide ranges of price points, 

features, and microprocessor control.  RPF 164-239.  Some microprocessors control only the swing 

phase of the knee, some only the stance phase of the knee, some only the switch between the two, 

and some control all three.  RPF 164-190.  There are some knees that contain microprocessors 

with a sales price of $12,000 and some that cost in excess of $32,000.  RPF 232, 643, 671.  Some 

knees with microprocessors are reimbursed by mainstream insurance, and some are not.  RPF 228, 

254-258.  Some knees with microprocessors are created for K-2 patients; others for K-3 or K-4 

patients.  RPF 182, 214.  There is no recognition of this range in functionality, price, insurance 

coverage, and target patient group in the ID.  Treating all knees that contain microprocessors as a 

monolithic group is contradicted by all of the evidence.  RPF 164-239.  When the range of features 

and functions of prosthetic knees are accounted for, the application of Brown Shoe cannot lead to 

the conclusion that knees containing microprocessors are a relevant product market.  RPF 164-

239.   
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As a result, there is no clear break in the chain of substitutes within prosthetic knees for K-

3 or K-4 patients.  See Oracle, 331 F. Supp. 2d at 1120.  The ALJ’s failure to address this 

fundamental aspect of the prosthetic knee market renders the product market unusable.  

B. The ALJ Relied on Faulty Economic Analysis In Accepting an MPK-Only 
Relevant Market.          

CC’s economist’s opinion is so unreliable and flawed that it should be disregarded entirely 

by the Commission.  Professor Scott Morton used an overreaching and unreliable critical loss 

analysis to reach her core conclusions regarding the relevant product market.  She used unreliable 

methods and an unsupported and speculative estimate of so-called “diversion” in a draft document. 

1. Professor Scott Morton’s Lerner Condition Produces Flawed Results 
in Merger Cases That Would Face Preclusion in Federal Courts. 

Although not mentioned in the ID, CC’s economist’s opinion relies on deeply flawed 

methodology known as the Lerner Condition that has received significant and fundamental 

criticism in economic literature.  See, e.g., Joseph Simons, The Potential Impact of New Economic 

Tests in Merger Analysis: A New Direction, ABA Antitrust Section Spring Meetings (March 5, 

2010); Malcolm B. Coate & Joseph J. Simons, Critical Loss v. Diversion Analysis, Clearing up 

the Confusion, Competition Policy International (Dec. 2009), at p. 5.  

The Lerner Condition results “in extremely narrow markets” consisting of “only the two 

merging firms.” RPF 541.  Indeed, “virtually all unilateral effects models utilizing the Lerner 

Condition produce price increases for any horizontal merger.”  Id.  Because every merger is 

predicted to raise prices under this analysis, the method that Scott Morton has used “has no 

empirical support and would face serious Daubert issues if used in court.”  Id.  (emphasis added). 

2. Professor Scott Morton Made No Effort to Verify Her Diversion Rate. 

Professor Scott Morton used just one piece of one draft document (PX01003) to arrive at a 

diversion rate that she unquestioningly plugged into her critical loss analysis.  RCCPF 783.  The 
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most current version of PX01003 is in draft form, and is not sufficiently reliable to form the basis 

of the key portion of Scott Morton’s analysis.  Id.  Scott Morton applied no “economic rigor” or 

independent analysis to the numbers that she hand-picked from one piece of a draft document. She 

simply accepted it at face value, and assumed it described what she needed it to describe.   

Indeed, Dr. Scott Morton did not use her training or qualifications in economics to conduct 

any independent analysis that would assist in validating this number.  She did not conduct any of 

the tests or analyses that are typical in determining diversion rates—such as analyzing bid data or 

win-loss rates.  In his recent AT&T-Time Warner decision, Judge Leon took issue with an 

analogous reliance solely on the merging parties’ documents without applying economic analysis 

to verify the validity or accuracy of the figure.  United States v. AT&T Inc., 310 F. Supp. 3d 161, 

205 (D.D.C. 2018). 

Compounding the issue here is that both the ALJ and Scott Morton chose to ignore the 

testimony of the creator of the document relied upon, who characterizes the document as a “draft” 

and “preliminary.”  RCCPF 783.  While she ignored the author’s testimony, Scott Morton chose 

instead to “verify” the contents of the document through the testimony of a disgruntled former 

executive who was not involved with the drafting of the document, and admitted at trial that there 

was nothing “scientific” about the estimates contained in the document.  RCCPF 722, 783. 

Given the fundamental flaws in the central piece of Scott Morton’s analysis, the 

Commission should disregard her opinion as it relates to relevant product market. 

IV. THE FAILING FIRM DEFENSE IS A COMPLETE DEFENSE TO CC’S CASE. 

The ALJ erred in rejecting Respondent’s “failing firm” defense.  The defense has been 

recognized by numerous courts and in Section 11 of the Guidelines.  See, e.g., International Shoe 

Co. v. FTC, 280 U.S. 291, 299-303 (1930). 
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A. Freedom Was Unable to Meet Its Financial Obligations in the Near Future. 

Undisputed evidence established that Freedom was unable to pay its insurmountable debt 

absent the Acquisition, and otherwise would have been liquidated. RPF 1369, 1412-1413, 1519.  

During the years before the Acquisition, Freedom was failing in all financial respects.  RPF 1291-

1358.  Indicators including revenue and gross margin were dramatically declining, and Freedom’s 

EBITDA, operating income, and gross profit percentage fell every year from 2012 to 2016.  RPF 

1294-1296, 1300, 1362, 1519. 

The ID relies heavily on Squire’s 2016 audited financial statements of Freedom but 

incorrectly states that Squire issued a clean audit opinion.  ID 64-65.  The audited financial 

statement actually provides, “The uncertainties related to successfully refinancing the debt or 

obtaining additional funding creates substantial doubt about the Company's ability to 

continue as a going concern within one year of issuance of these financial statements.”  RPF 

1444 (emphasis added).  The ID bolsters the “legitimacy” of the Kim Memo (ID 64-65) with 

findings that are demonstrably false and/or misleading.  See, e.g., RPF 1417-1448; RCCPF 1850. 

Freedom’s default and negotiations with its Lenders, its overall and drastic financial 

failure, and the substantial doubt contained within Freedom’s 2016 audited financial statements 

are detailed in Respondent’s Post-Trial Briefing.  See RBR 93-112; RPF 1291-1424, 1444, 1517-

1519, 1527, RRBR 100-114; RCCPF 1816-1945, 2012, 2030, 2039-2046.  

B. Freedom Would Not Have Been Able to Reorganize Successfully Under 
Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Act.        

Contrary to the Merger Guidelines, a number of courts have held that “dim prospects for 

bankruptcy reorganization are not essential to successful assertion of the failing company defense.” 

See California v. Sutter Health Sys., 130 F. Supp. 2d 1109, 1135 (N.D. Cal. 2001) (quotation 

omitted).  The ALJ did not address potential reorganization.  ID 68.  Regardless whether required, 
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Freedom specifically considered Chapter 11 reorganization as an alternative to acquisition or 

liquidation, but determined it lacked the ability to successfully emerge from that process.  RPF 

1521-1528. 

C. Freedom Exhausted Good Faith Efforts to Obtain Reasonable Alternatives to 
the Acquisition.          

The defense only requires good-faith efforts to obtain reasonable alternative offers, not 

that every possible financing partner or strategic alternative be contacted.  See IV Philip E. Areeda 

& Herbert Hovenkamp, Antitrust Law ¶ 954d (4th ed. 2016); RPF 1487.  

The evidence contradicts the ID’s conclusion that Freedom did not seriously pursue 

refinancing.  See RBR 115-122; RRBR 120-122; RPF 1453-1469; RCCPF 2048-2060, 2100-2218. 

Freedom preferred refinancing to an acquisition.  RPF 1453.    

Because Freedom could not obtain refinancing, a sale to a strategic acquirer was Freedom’s 

only viable option to avoid liquidation.  RPF 1470-1472.  The ID’s finding that “Freedom’s sales 

process focused on Ottobock” disregards significant evidence.  ID 70; RCCPF 2075-2099.  

Because the quickly approaching Term Loan Maturity Date and time pressure from the Lenders, 

speed and certainty to close the transaction were more important than price in selecting the buyer. 

RPF 1473-1475.  Respondent introduced substantial evidence of good-faith efforts to find 

reasonable alternative offers, which necessarily did not include contacting every conceivable 

company in the prosthetics industry that might have made an offer because doing so would have 

delayed the process and ultimately been fruitless.  RBR 117-118, RRBR 120-129, RPF 1470-1505; 

RCCPF 2119-2163.  

Össur’s non-binding indication of interest in Freedom was not a “reasonable alternative 

offer.” Össur never made a bona fide offer to purchase Freedom.  RPF 1490-1498, RCCPF 2164-

2169.  Össur’s proposed purchase price of  was too unreasonably low to qualify as a 
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“reasonable alternative offer.” See U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Antitrust Division Policy Guide to Merger 

Remedies at 30-31 (June 2011).  Moreover, an Össur acquisition at any price would not have posed 

a less severe danger to competition, if any, than the Acquisition by Ottobock.  Areeda & 

Hovenkamp ¶ 954c2-c3.  Not only would an Össur acquisition of Freedom have been “presumed 

to be likely to enhance market power” under the Guidelines in an MPK market, but an Össur 

acquisition would have also led to a presumption of harm in a market for K-3 and K-4 prosthetic 

feet. RPF 1500-1505; RBR 122-123.    

V. THE ALJ’S PROPOSED REMEDY IS PUNITIVE AND INAPPROPRIATE. 

Any remedy should be limited to divestiture of the assets in the alleged MPK-only relevant 

market.  An effectively full divestiture of Freedom’s business is an inappropriate remedy.  “The 

key to the whole question of an antitrust remedy is of course the discovery of measures effective 

to restore competition.  Courts are not authorized in civil proceedings to punish antitrust violators, 

and relief must not be punitive.”  United States v. E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 366 U.S. 316, 

326 (1961); see also Gilbertville Trucking Co. v. United States, 371 U.S. 115, 129-30 (1962); 

United States v. Reed Roller Bit Co., 274 F. Supp. 573, 589-90 (W.D. Okla. 1967) (“[S]ince this 

is a situation where divestiture of part of the assets is at least as effective as a divestiture of all of 

the assets it is appropriate to take into consideration at least to some degree the hardship imposed 

on the defendants.”). 

“[I]nclusion of assets used to produce items not included in the” relevant market “would 

not aid in restoring competition in that line of commerce.  In fact, ordering such divestiture could 

be construed as a punishment, and civil proceedings to punish antitrust violators are not authorized.  

The relief must not be punitive.” In re Jim Walter Corp., 90 F.T.C. 671, 1977 FTC LEXIS 10, at 

*117-18 (F.T.C. 1974) (Initial Decision), vacated on other grounds, 625 F.2d 676 (5th Cir. 1980).  

Thus, “total divestiture is not an automatic remedy which must be applied in all cases.” Id. (quoting 
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In re Union Carbide Corp., 59 F.T.C. 614, 659 (F.T.C. 1961)); see also Berkey Photo, Inc. v. 

Eastman Kodak Co., 457 F. Supp. 404, 428-29 (S.D.N.Y. 1978) (holding divestiture not 

appropriate), rev’d in part on other grounds, 603 F.2d 263 (2d Cir. 1979). 

Over  of Freedom’s business relates to prosthetic feet.  RFP 1104.  CC has 

neither alleged nor proven adverse effects on competition in any market that includes prosthetic 

feet.  Thus, any adverse effects on competition alleged in the Complaint would be completely 

restored by an MPK Divestiture remedy.   

The FTC and courts frequently approve settlements that involve partial divestitures. See, 

e.g., United States v. US Airways Grp., 38 F. Supp. 3d 69 (D.D.C. 2014); United States v. SBC 

Communications, Inc., 489 F. Supp. 2d 1, 7 (D.D.C. 2007); United States v. Abitibi-Consolidated, 

Inc., 584 F. Supp. 2d 162, 164 (D.D.C. 2008); United States v. Newpage Holdings, Inc., 2015 U.S. 

Dist. LEXIS 175650, at *7 (D.D.C. Dec. 11, 2015); United States v. Sinclair Broadcast Grp., Inc., 

74 F. Supp. 3d 468, 473-74 (D.D.C. 2014).  Partial divestitures have also been held appropriate in 

litigated matters.  See, e.g., Reed Roller Bit Co., 274 F. Supp. 573, 586; FTC v. PepsiCo, Inc., 477 

F.2d 24, 28-29 (2d Cir. 1973); In re Warner-Lambert Co., 88 F.T.C. 503, 1976 FTC LEXIS 122, 

at *2-6 (F.T.C. 1976); United States v. Waste Management, Inc., 588 F. Supp. 498, 514 (S.D.N.Y. 

1983), rev’d on other grounds, 743 F.2d 976 (2d Cir. 1984). 

Because the MPK Divestiture would cure any harm claimed by CC, any broader remedy 

would be punitive and wholly unnecessary to achieve CC’s only legitimate objective of restoring 

competition.  Thus, the Commission’s remedy, if any, should be limited to an MPK Divestiture to 

 

VI. FTC PART 3 PROCEEDINGS ARE UNCONSTITUTIONAL. 

The ALJ’s hiring violates the Appointments Clause, and the post-hoc ratification 

effectuated by the Commission is insufficient to cure the constitutional defect.  Because ALJ 
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Chappell was not originally appointed via the Appointments Clause, but was only ratified by the 

Commission on September 11, 2015, and because ALJ Chappell has powers similar to those of 

SEC ALJs, ALJ Chappell is an unconstitutionally appointed “Officer[] of the United States.”  See 

Lucia v. S.E.C., 138 S.Ct. 2044, 2053 (2018); In the Matter of LabMD, Inc., Docket No. 9357 

(Sept. 14, 2015 Order); 16 C.F.R. § 3.42(c)(1)-(6), (8).  The Commission’s subsequent ratification 

did not and does not cure ALJ Chappell’s unconstitutionality and, therefore, the hearing before 

ALJ Chappell, his rulings, and his Initial Decision should be void as unconstitutional.  

Additionally, ALJ Chappell’s two-level protection from removal by the President is 

unconstitutional.  The Administrative Procedure Act allows ALJ Chappell, to be removed only 

“for good cause” found by the Merit Systems Protection Board (“MSPB”).  5 U.S.C. § 7521.  The 

President may remove members of the MSPB only for “inefficiency, neglect of duty, or 

malfeasance in office.”  5 U.S.C. § 1202.  Accordingly, this “multilevel protection from removal” 

is unconstitutional.  See Free Enter. Fund v. Pub. Co. Accounting Oversight Bd., 561 U.S. 477, 

484 (2010). 

Part 3 procedures provide unequal treatment to respondents and CC, respectively. 

Examples of unequal treatment include one-sided evidentiary rules that relax the admissibility and 

authentication rules as they relate to CC, and that defer to the preferences of CC.  See, e.g., 

§3.43(d)(3) (obviating need for CC to authenticate documents produced by Respondent); §3.43(e) 

(allowing CC to use as evidence anything obtained during its investigation but not affording same 

permission to Respondent); Commission Order, July 9, 2018 (denying application for removal to 

settlement process because CC disagreed); Commission Order, May 23, 2019 (declining to provide 

enough time for Respondent to file briefs of sufficient detail to present its case).  Part 3 litigation 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
BEFORE THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 

COMMISSIONERS: Joseph J. Simons, Chairman 
    Noah Joshua Phillips 
    Rohit Chopra 
    Rebecca Kelly Slaughter 
    Christine S. Wilson 
 
In the Matter of 
 

Otto Bock HealthCare North  
America, Inc.,    

a corporation. 

 

Docket No. 9378 

 

[Proposed] ORDER 

Upon consideration of the briefs submitted by Respondent and Complaint Counsel, the 

argument of counsel before this Commission, and the record in this matter, it is hereby 

ORDERED that: 

1. Count I of the Complaint is DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE; 

2. Count II of the Complaint is DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE; and 

3. The Commission finds that the Acquisition of FIH Group Holdings, LLC by 

Ottobock HealthCare North America, Inc. does not substantially lessen competition or tend to 

create a monopoly in any line of commerce or in any activity affecting commerce in any section 

of the country. 

 
 

By the Commission. 

       April J. Tabor 
       Acting Secretary 

ISSUED: _________, 2019  
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Divestiture Product Business that is not Product Licensed Intellectual Property; 

2. all Product Scientific and Regulatory Materials; 

3. all Product Technology; 

4. all Inventory that is not already sold to a Third Party as of the Closing Date; 

5. all Component Parts; 

6. all Manufacturing Materials; 

7. all Marketing Materials; 

8. all Training Materials; 

9. all Product Contracts set forth in the Remedial Agreements; 

10. all Permits set forth in the Remedial Agreements; 

11. all Customer Lists; and 

12. all of Freedom’s books, records, and files related to the foregoing; 

  provided, however, that “Categorized Assets” shall not include: (i) documents relating 
to Respondent’s general business strategies or practices relating to the conduct of its 
business outside of the Divestiture Products, where such documents do not discuss 
with particularity the Divestiture Products; (ii) information that is exclusively related 
to the Retained Products; (iii) all Product Licensed Intellectual Property; and (iv) 
certain other assets set forth in the Remedial Agreements; 
 
provided further, however, that in cases in which documents or other materials 
included in the assets to be divested contain information:  (i) that relates both to the 
Divestiture Products and to Retained Products or businesses of Respondent and 
cannot be segregated in a manner that preserves the usefulness of the information as it 
relates to the Divestiture Products; or (ii) for which Respondent has a legal obligation 
to retain the original copies, that Respondent shall be required to provide only copies 
or relevant excerpts of the documents and materials containing this information.  In 
instances where such copies are provided to Purchaser, Respondent shall provide that 
Purchaser access to original documents under circumstances where copies of 
documents are insufficient for evidentiary or regulatory purposes.  The purpose of 
this provision is to ensure that Respondent provides Purchaser with the above-
described information without requiring Respondent completely to divest itself of 
information that, in content, also relates to Retained Product(s); 
 
provided further, that, with the agreement of Purchaser, Respondent may retain co-
ownership of an undivided interest in the following (but only to the extent it is not 
exclusively related to the Divestiture Products being acquired by Purchaser):  (i) 
Product Scientific and Regulatory Materials; (ii) Product Technology; (iii) Marketing 
Materials; (iv) Training Materials; and (v) books, records and files related to the 
foregoing. 
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E. “Closing Date” means, as to the Divestiture Products, the date on which Respondent (or a 
Divestiture Trustee) consummates a transaction to assign, grant, license, divest, transfer, 
deliver, or otherwise convey the Divestiture Product Assets to Purchaser and grant the 
Divestiture Product License pursuant to this Order. 

F. “Commission” means the Federal Trade Commission. 

G. “Complaint” means the administrative complaint issued by the Federal Trade 
Commission challenging the acquisition of Freedom by Respondent. 

H. “Component Parts” means all component parts and other raw materials owned by and in 
the possession of Freedom, to the extent used in or intended for use in the manufacture of 
the Divestiture Products. 

I.  “Confidential Business Information” means all information owned by, or in the 
possession or control of, Respondent that is not in the public domain and to the extent 
that it is directly related to the conduct of the Divestiture Product Business.  The term 
“Confidential Business Information” excludes the following and Respondent is not 
required to submit this information to Purchaser:   

1. information relating to Respondent’s general business strategies or practices that 
does not discuss with particularity the Divestiture Products;  

2. information specifically excluded from the Divestiture Product Assets; 

3. information that is contained in documents, records, or books of Respondent that is 
provided to Purchaser by Respondent that is unrelated to the Divestiture Products 
or that is exclusively related to Retained Product(s); 

4. information that is protected by the attorney work product, attorney-client, joint 
defense, or other privilege prepared in connection with the Acquisition, 
administrative litigation related to the Complaint, and MPK Product Divestiture 
Agreements and relating to any United States, state, or foreign antitrust or 
competition Laws; 

5. information that subsequently falls within the public domain through no violation of 
this Order or breach of confidentiality and non-disclosure agreement with respect to 
such information by Respondent; 

6. information related to the Divestiture Products that Respondent can demonstrate it 
obtained without the assistance of Freedom prior to the Acquisition; and 

7. information that is required by Law to be disclosed. 

J. “Customer Lists” means all lists of customers that have purchased the Divestiture 
Products directly from Freedom or any of its affiliates. 

K. “Direct Cost” means a cost not to exceed the cost of labor, material, travel, and other 
expenditures to the extent the costs are directly incurred to provide the relevant assistance 
or service.  “Direct Cost” to Purchaser for its use of any of Respondent’s employees’ 
labor shall not exceed the average hourly wage rate for such employee; 

provided, however, in each instance where:  (i) an agreement to divest relevant assets is 
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and other marketing materials, other related proprietary rights, and all goodwill 
connected with the use of the foregoing, in each case owned by and in the possession of 
Freedom, to the extent used in or arising out of the Divestiture Product Business. 

QQ. “Proposed Purchaser” means a Person proposed by Respondent (or a Divestiture Trustee) 
to the Commission and submitted for the approval of the Commission as the acquirer for 
particular assets or rights required to be assigned, granted, licensed, divested, transferred, 
delivered, or otherwise conveyed pursuant to this Order. 

RR. “Purchaser” means the following: 

1. ; or  

2. An entity that receives the prior approval of the Commission to acquire the 
Divestiture Product Assets and rights that Respondent is required to assign, grant, 
license, divest, transfer, deliver, or otherwise convey pursuant to this Order. 

SS. “Remedial Agreement(s)” means the following:   

1. any agreement between Respondent and Purchaser that is specifically referenced 
and attached to this Order, and including all amendments, exhibits, attachments, 
agreements, and schedules thereto, related to the relevant assets or rights to be 
assigned, granted, licensed, divested, transferred, delivered, or otherwise conveyed, 
including, without limitation, any agreement to supply specified Divestiture 
Products or components thereof, and that has been approved by the Commission to 
accomplish the requirements of the Order in connection with the Commission’s 
determination to make this Order final and effective;  

2. any agreement between Respondent and a Third Party to effect the assignment of 
assets or rights of Respondent related to a Divestiture Product to the benefit of 
Purchaser that is specifically referenced and attached to this Order, including all 
amendments, exhibits, attachments, agreements, and schedules thereto, that has 
been approved by the Commission to accomplish the requirements of the Order in 
connection with the Commission’s determination to make this Order final and 
effective;  

3. any agreement between Respondent and Purchaser (or between a Divestiture 
Trustee and Purchaser) that has been approved by the Commission to accomplish 
the requirements of this Order, including all amendments, exhibits, attachments, 
agreements, and schedules thereto, related to the relevant assets or rights to be 
assigned, granted, licensed, divested, transferred, delivered, or otherwise conveyed, 
including, without limitation, any agreement by Respondent to supply specified 
Products or components thereof, and that has been approved by the Commission to 
accomplish the requirements of this Order; and/or  

4. any agreement between Respondent and a Third Party to effect the assignment of 
assets or rights of that Respondent related to a Divestiture Product to the benefit of 
Purchaser that has been approved by the Commission to accomplish the 
requirements of this Order, including all amendments, exhibits, attachments, 
agreements, and schedules thereto. 
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TT. “Respondent” means Otto Bock Healthcare North America, Inc. 

UU. “Retained Product(s)” means any Product(s) of Respondent other than a Divestiture 
Product. 

VV. “Third Party(ies)” means any non-governmental Person other than the following:  
Respondent; Freedom; or Purchaser of particular assets or rights pursuant to this Order. 

WW. “Trademark(s)” means rights in trade names, logos, service names, brand names, 
common law trademarks and service marks, design rights, corporate names, trade dress 
rights, and other source or business identifiers, related rights of privacy and publicity, 
together with all registrations, applications for registration, renewals, and extensions 
thereof and the goodwill associated therewith. 

XX. “Training Materials” means all demonstration models, prototypes, samples, instruments, 
and related supporting equipment that are owned by and in the possession of Freedom, to 
the extent used in or arising out of the Divestiture Product Business, and copies of all 
training materials owned by and in the possession of Freedom, to the extent used for 
training in the proper use of the Divestiture Products. 

YY. “United States of America” means the United States of America, and its territories, 
districts, commonwealths and possessions. 
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II.  

 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that: 
 

A. Not later than forty-five (45) days after the Order Date, Respondent shall divest the 
Divestiture Product Assets and grant the Divestiture Product License, absolutely and in 
good faith, to Purchaser pursuant to, and in accordance with, the MPK Product 
Divestiture Agreements (which agreements shall not limit or contradict, or be construed 
to limit or contradict, the terms of this Order, it being understood that this Order shall not 
be construed to reduce any rights or benefits of Purchaser or to reduce any obligations of 
Respondent under such agreements), and each such agreement is incorporated by 
reference into this Order and made a part hereof. 

B. Respondent shall: 

1. Prior to the Closing Date, shall not rescind the Hold Separate and Asset 
Maintenance Agreement; 

2. submit to Purchaser, at Respondent’s expense, all Confidential Business 
Information related to the Divestiture Product Assets; 

3. deliver or provide direct electronic access that is fully accessible by Purchaser to all 
Confidential Business Information related to the Divestiture Product Assets to 
Purchaser: 

a. in good faith;  

b. in a timely manner, i.e., as soon as practicable, avoiding any delays in 
transmission of the respective information; and  

c. in a manner that ensures its completeness and accuracy and that fully 
preserves its usefulness; 

4. pending complete delivery of all such Confidential Business Information to 
Purchaser, provide Purchaser and the Monitor with access to all such Confidential 
Business Information and employees who possess or are able to locate such 
information for the purposes of identifying the books, records, and files directly 
related to the Divestiture Product Assets that contain such Confidential Business 
Information and facilitating the delivery in a manner consistent with this Order; 

5. not use, directly or indirectly, any such Confidential Business Information related to 
the Divestiture Product Business other than as necessary to comply with the 
following:   

a. the requirements of this Order;  

b. Respondent’s obligations to Purchaser under the terms of any Remedial 
Agreement; or  

c. applicable Law;  
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a. the date Respondent completes: (i) the transfer of all Divestiture Product 
Assets, and (ii) the grant of the Divestiture Product License; 

b. the date on which the  terminates; and 

c. the date of written notification from Commission staff that the Monitor, in 
consultation with Commission staff, has determined that Purchaser has 
abandoned its efforts to manufacture a Divestiture Product that is being 
monitored by the Monitor; 

provided, however, that the Monitor’s service shall not extend more than four (4) 
years after the Order Date unless the Commission decides to extend or modify 
this period as may be necessary or appropriate to accomplish the purposes of the 
Order. 

 
E. Subject to any demonstrated legally recognized privilege, the Monitor shall have full and 

complete access to Respondent’s personnel, books, documents, records kept in the 
ordinary course of business, facilities, and technical information, and such other relevant 
information as the Monitor may reasonably request, related to Respondent’s compliance 
with its obligations under the Order, including, but not limited to, its obligations related 
to the relevant assets.  Respondent shall cooperate with any reasonable request of the 
Monitor and shall take no action to interfere with or impede the Monitor’s ability to 
monitor Respondent’s compliance with the Order. 

F. The Monitor shall serve, without bond or other security, at the expense of Respondent, on 
such reasonable and customary terms and conditions as the Commission may set.  The 
Monitor shall have authority to employ, at the expense of Respondent, such consultants, 
accountants, attorneys, and other representatives and assistants as are reasonably 
necessary to carry out the Monitor’s duties and responsibilities. 

G. Respondent shall indemnify the Monitor and hold the Monitor harmless against any 
losses, claims, damages, liabilities, or expenses arising out of, or in connection with, the 
performance of the Monitor’s duties, including all reasonable fees of counsel and other 
reasonable expenses incurred in connection with the preparations for, or defense of, any 
claim, whether or not resulting in any liability, except to the extent that such losses, 
claims, damages, liabilities, or expenses result from gross negligence, willful or wanton 
acts, or bad faith by the Monitor. 

H. Respondent shall report to the Monitor in accordance with the requirements of this Order 
and as otherwise provided in any agreement approved by the Commission.  The Monitor 
shall evaluate the reports submitted to the Monitor by Respondent, and any reports 
submitted by Purchaser with respect to the performance of Respondent’s obligations 
under the Order or the Remedial Agreement(s).  Within thirty (30) days after the date the 
Monitor receives these reports, the Monitor shall report in writing to the Commission 
concerning performance by Respondent of its obligations under the Order. 

I. Respondent may require the Monitor and each of the Monitor’s consultants, accountants, 
attorneys, and other representatives and assistants to sign a customary confidentiality 
agreement; provided, however, that such agreement shall not restrict the Monitor from 
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providing any information to the Commission. 

J. The Commission may, among other things, require the Monitor and each of the Monitor’s 
consultants, accountants, attorneys, and other representatives and assistants to sign an 
appropriate confidentiality agreement related to Commission materials and information 
received in connection with the performance of the Monitor’s duties. 

K. If the Commission determines that the Monitor has ceased to act or failed to act 
diligently, the Commission may appoint a substitute Monitor in the same manner as 
provided in this Paragraph. 

L. The Commission may on its own initiative, or at the request of the Monitor, issue such 
additional orders or directions as may be necessary or appropriate to assure compliance 
with the requirements of the Order. 

M. The Monitor appointed pursuant to this Order may be the same Person appointed as a 
Divestiture Trustee pursuant to the relevant provisions of this Order. 

IV.  

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that: 
 

A. If Respondent has not fully complied with the obligations to assign, grant, license, divest, 
transfer, deliver, or otherwise convey the Divestiture Product Assets as required by this 
Order, the Commission may appoint a trustee (“Divestiture Trustee”) to assign, grant, 
license, divest, transfer, deliver, or otherwise convey these assets in a manner that 
satisfies the requirements of this Order.  In the event that the Commission or the Attorney 
General brings an action pursuant to § 5(l) of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 
U.S.C. § 45(l), or any other statute enforced by the Commission, Respondent shall 
consent to the appointment of a Divestiture Trustee in such action to assign, grant, 
license, divest, transfer, deliver, or otherwise convey these assets.  Neither the 
appointment of a Divestiture Trustee nor a decision not to appoint a Divestiture Trustee 
under this Paragraph shall preclude the Commission or the Attorney General from 
seeking civil penalties or any other relief available to it, including a court-appointed 
Divestiture Trustee, pursuant to § 5(l) of the Federal Trade Commission Act, or any other 
statute enforced by the Commission, for any failure by Respondent to comply with this 
Order. 

B. The Commission shall select the Divestiture Trustee, subject to the consent of 
Respondent, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld.  The Divestiture Trustee 
shall be a Person with experience and expertise in acquisitions and divestitures of Product 
businesses.  If Respondent has not opposed, in writing, including the reasons for 
opposing, the selection of any proposed Divestiture Trustee within ten (10) days after 
notice by the staff of the Commission to Respondent of the identity of any proposed 
Divestiture Trustee, Respondent shall be deemed to have consented to the selection of the 
proposed Divestiture Trustee. 

C. Not later than ten (10) days after the appointment of a Divestiture Trustee, Respondent 
shall execute a trust agreement that, subject to the prior approval of the Commission, 
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transfers to the Divestiture Trustee all rights and powers necessary to permit the 
Divestiture Trustee to effect the divestiture required by this Order. 

D. If a Divestiture Trustee is appointed by the Commission or a court pursuant to this 
Paragraph, Respondent shall consent to the following terms and conditions regarding the 
Divestiture Trustee’s powers, duties, authority, and responsibilities: 

1. Subject to the prior approval of the Commission, the Divestiture Trustee shall have 
the exclusive power and authority to assign, grant, license, divest, transfer, deliver, 
or otherwise convey the assets that are required by this Order to be assigned, 
granted, licensed, divested, transferred, delivered, or otherwise conveyed. 

2. The Divestiture Trustee shall have one (1) year after the date the Commission 
approves the trust agreement described herein to accomplish the divestiture, which 
shall be subject to the prior approval of the Commission.  If, however, at the end of 
the one (1) year period, the Divestiture Trustee has submitted a plan of divestiture 
or the Commission believes that the divestiture(s) can be achieved within a 
reasonable time, the divestiture period may be extended by the Commission; 
provided, however, the Commission may extend the divestiture period only two (2) 
times. 

3. Subject to any demonstrated legally recognized privilege, the Divestiture Trustee 
shall have full and complete access to the personnel, books, records, and facilities 
related to the relevant assets that are required to be assigned, granted, licensed, 
divested, delivered, or otherwise conveyed by this Order and to any other relevant 
information as the Divestiture Trustee may request.  Respondent shall develop such 
financial or other information as the Divestiture Trustee may request and shall 
cooperate with the Divestiture Trustee.  Respondent shall take no action to interfere 
with or impede the Divestiture Trustee’s accomplishment of the divestiture(s).  Any 
delays in divestiture caused by Respondent shall extend the time for divestiture 
under this Paragraph in an amount equal to the delay, as determined by the 
Commission or, for a court-appointed Divestiture Trustee, by the court. 

4. The Divestiture Trustee shall use commercially reasonable efforts to negotiate the 
most favorable price and terms available in each contract that is submitted to the 
Commission, subject to Respondent’s absolute and unconditional obligation to 
divest expeditiously and at no minimum price.  The divestiture(s) shall be made in 
the manner and to Purchaser as required by this Order; provided, however, if the 
Divestiture Trustee receives bona fide offers from more than one acquiring Person, 
and if the Commission determines to approve more than one such acquiring Person, 
the Divestiture Trustee shall divest to the acquiring Person selected by Respondent 
from among those approved by the Commission; provided further, however, that 
Respondent shall select such Person within five (5) days after receiving notification 
of the Commission’s approval. 

5. The Divestiture Trustee shall serve, without bond or other security, at the cost and 
expense of Respondent, on such reasonable and customary terms and conditions as 
the Commission or a court may set.  The Divestiture Trustee shall have the 
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authority to employ, at the cost and expense of Respondent, such consultants, 
accountants, attorneys, investment bankers, business brokers, appraisers, and other 
representatives and assistants as are necessary to carry out the Divestiture Trustee’s 
duties and responsibilities.  The Divestiture Trustee shall account for all monies 
derived from the divestiture and all expenses incurred.  After approval by the 
Commission of the account of the Divestiture Trustee, including fees for the 
Divestiture Trustee’s services, all remaining monies shall be paid at the direction of 
Respondent, and the Divestiture Trustee’s power shall be terminated.  The 
compensation of the Divestiture Trustee shall be based at least in significant part on 
a commission arrangement contingent on the divestiture of all of the relevant assets 
that are required to be divested by this Order. 

6. Respondent shall indemnify the Divestiture Trustee and hold the Divestiture 
Trustee harmless against any losses, claims, damages, liabilities, or expenses 
arising out of, or in connection with, the performance of the Divestiture Trustee’s 
duties, including all reasonable fees of counsel and other expenses incurred in 
connection with the preparation for, or defense of, any claim, whether or not 
resulting in any liability, except to the extent that such losses, claims, damages, 
liabilities, or expenses result from gross negligence, willful or wanton acts, or bad 
faith by the Divestiture Trustee. 

7. The Divestiture Trustee shall have no obligation or authority to operate or maintain 
the relevant assets required to be divested by this Order; provided, however, that 
the Divestiture Trustee appointed pursuant to this Paragraph may be the same 
Person appointed as Monitor pursuant to the relevant provisions of this Order. 

8. The Divestiture Trustee shall report in writing to Respondent and to the 
Commission every thirty (30) days concerning the Divestiture Trustee’s efforts to 
accomplish the divestiture. 

9. Respondent may require the Divestiture Trustee and each of the Divestiture 
Trustee’s consultants, accountants, attorneys, and other representatives and 
assistants to sign a customary confidentiality agreement; provided, however, that 
such agreement shall not restrict the Divestiture Trustee from providing any 
information to the Commission.  

E. The Commission may, among other things, require the Divestiture Trustee and each of 
the Divestiture Trustee’s consultants, accountants, attorneys, and other representatives 
and assistants to sign an appropriate confidentiality agreement related to Commission 
materials and information received in connection with the performance of the Divestiture 
Trustee’s duties. 

F. If the Commission determines that a Divestiture Trustee has ceased to act or failed to act 
diligently, the Commission may appoint a substitute Divestiture Trustee in the same 
manner as provided in this Paragraph. 

G. The Commission or, in the case of a court-appointed Divestiture Trustee, the court, may 
on its own initiative or at the request of the Divestiture Trustee issue such additional 
orders or directions as may be necessary or appropriate to accomplish the divestiture(s) 
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required by this Order. 

V.  

 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, in addition to any other requirements and 
prohibitions relating to Confidential Business Information in this Order, Respondent shall assure 
that its own counsel (including its own in-house counsel under appropriate confidentiality 
arrangements) shall not retain unredacted copies of documents or other materials provided to 
Purchaser or access original documents provided to Purchaser, except under circumstances 
where copies of documents are insufficient or otherwise unavailable, and for the following 
purposes: 
 

A. to assure Respondent’s compliance with any Remedial Agreement, this Order, any Law 
(including, without limitation, any requirement to obtain regulatory licenses or approvals, 
and rules promulgated by the Commission), any data retention requirement of any 
applicable Government Entity, or any taxation requirements; or 

B. to defend against, respond to, or otherwise participate in any litigation, investigation, 
audit, process, subpoena, or other proceeding relating to the divestiture or any other 
aspect of the Divestiture Products or the assets and Divestiture Product Business; 

provided, however, that Respondent may disclose such information as necessary for the 
purposes set forth in this Paragraph pursuant to an appropriate confidentiality order, 
agreement, or arrangement; 
 
provided further, however, that pursuant to this Paragraph, Respondent needing such access 
to original documents shall:  (i) require those who view such unredacted documents or other 
materials to enter into confidentiality agreements with Purchaser (but shall not be deemed to 
have violated this requirement if Purchaser withholds such agreement unreasonably); and 
(ii) use best efforts to obtain a protective order to protect the confidentiality of such 
information during any adjudication. 

 

VI.  

 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that: 
 

A. Any Remedial Agreement shall be deemed incorporated into this Order. 

B. Any failure by Respondent to comply with any term of such Remedial Agreement shall 
constitute a failure to comply with this Order.   

C. Respondent shall not seek, directly or indirectly, pursuant to any dispute resolution 
mechanism incorporated in any Remedial Agreement, or in any agreement related to any 
of the Divestiture Products, a decision the result of which would be inconsistent with the 
terms of this Order or the remedial purposes thereof. 

D. Respondent shall not modify or amend any of the terms of any Remedial Agreement 
without the prior approval of the Commission, except as otherwise provided in Rule 
2.41(f)(5) of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure, 16 C.F.R. § 2.41(f)(5).  
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Notwithstanding any term of the Remedial Agreement(s), any modification or 
amendment of any Remedial Agreement made without the prior approval of the 
Commission, or as otherwise provided in Rule 2.41(f)(5), shall constitute a failure to 
comply with this Order. 

  

VII.  

 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that: 
 

A. Within five (5) days of the Closing Date, Respondent shall submit to the Commission a 
letter certifying the date on which the divestiture occurred. 

B. Within thirty (30) days after the Order Date, and every ninety (90) days thereafter until 
Respondent has (i) transferred all of the Divestiture Assets to Purchaser; (ii) fully 
provided the Divestiture Product Assets and granted the Divestiture Technology License 
to Purchaser, and (iii) completed all transitional services as provided for in transitional 
services agreement between Purchaser and Respondent, Respondent shall submit to the 
Commission a verified written report setting forth in detail the manner and form in which 
it intends to comply, is complying, and has complied with these requirements of the 
Order.  Respondent shall submit at the same time a copy of its report concerning 
compliance with this Order to the Monitor, if any Monitor has been appointed.  
Respondent shall include in their reports, among other things that are required from time 
to time, a full description of the efforts being made to comply with the relevant 
paragraphs of the Order, including: 

1. a detailed description of all substantive contacts, negotiations, or recommendations 
related to (i) the divestiture and transfer of all relevant assets and rights, and (ii) any 
transitional services being provided by Respondent to Purchaser; and 

2. a detailed description of the timing for the completion of such obligations. 

C. One (1) year after the Order Date, annually for the next four (4) years on the anniversary 
of the Order Date, and at other times as the Commission may require, Respondent shall 
file a verified written report with the Commission setting forth in detail the manner and 
form in which it has complied and is complying with the Order. 

VIII.  

  IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Respondent shall notify the Commission at least 
thirty (30) days prior to any proposed (1) dissolution of Respondent; (2) acquisition, merger, or 
consolidation of Respondent; or (3) other change in Respondent that may affect compliance 
obligations arising out of this Order, including, but not limited to, assignment, the creation or 
dissolution of subsidiaries, or any other change in Respondent. 
 

IX.  

 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, for purposes of determining or securing compliance 
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with this Order, and subject to any legally recognized privilege, and upon written request and 
with reasonable notice to Respondent made to its principal United States offices, registered 
office of its United States subsidiary, or its headquarters address, that Respondent shall permit 
any duly authorized representative of the Commission: 

 
A. Access, during office hours of Respondent and in the presence of counsel, to all facilities 

and access to inspect and copy all books, ledgers, accounts, correspondence, memoranda 
and all other records and documents in the possession or under the control of Respondent 
related to compliance with this Order; and 

B. Upon five (5) days’ notice to Respondent and without restraint or interference from 
Respondent, to interview officers, directors, or employees of Respondent, who may have 
counsel present, regarding such matters. 
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X.  

       IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that this Order shall terminate on the date ten (10) years 
after the Order Date. 

 
By the Commission.   

 
 

April J. Tabor 
Acting Secretary 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION,

Plaintiff,

v. Civil Action No.  04-0534 (JDB)

ARCH COAL, INC., et al.,

     Defendants.

STATE OF MISSOURI, et al.,

Plaintiffs,

v. Civil Action No.  04-0535 (JDB)

ARCH COAL, INC., et al.,

     Defendants.

            (Consolidated Cases)

MEMORANDUM OPINION

On May 29, 2003, defendant Arch Coal, Inc. ("Arch") entered a Merger and Purchase

Agreement to acquire defendant Triton Coal Co. ("Triton") -- including two mines, the Buckskin

mine and the North Rochelle mine -- from Triton's parent, defendant New Vulcan Coal Holdings,

LLC ("Vulcan").  Arch and Triton filed pre-merger notification forms on July 11, 2003, with the

Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission ("FTC" or "Commission") under the

Hart Scott Rodino ("HSR") Act, 15 U.S.C. § 18a.  In August 2003, the FTC sent Arch and Triton

Requests for Additional Information ("Second Requests") to aid in its investigation of the
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 By minute entry order issued on April 21, 2004, this Court consolidated the FTC and1

States cases for purposes of the preliminary injunction hearing and all discovery and pre-hearing
proceedings related thereto.

-2-

proposed acquisition.  Arch informed the FTC in early December 2003 that it was contemplating

the sale of the Buckskin mine to Peter Kiewit Sons, Inc. ("Kiewit").  Arch notified the FTC in late

January 2004 that an agreement to sell Buckskin to Kiewit had been signed ("Kiewit transaction"). 

The FTC considered the Arch-Triton merger in light of the additional information concerning the

proposed Kiewit transaction, but nevertheless issued an administrative complaint challenging the

merger.

On April 8, 2004, pursuant to Section 13(b) of the FTC Act, 15 U.S.C. § 53(b), the FTC

filed a motion for preliminary injunction to enjoin Arch from acquiring, directly or indirectly, any

stock, assets, or other interests in Triton.  That same day, plaintiffs States of Arkansas, Illinois,

Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, and Texas ("States") filed a similar motion for a preliminary injunction

pursuant to Section 16 of the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. § 26.   Presently before the Court is the1

motion in limine filed by the FTC to exclude, for the purposes of the preliminary injunction

proceeding, all evidence and argument on the issue of Arch's proposed sale of the Buckskin mine

to Kiewit.  In effect, the FTC asks this Court to assess the proposed merger as if Arch would

retain both the North Rochelle and Buckskin mines.

DISCUSSION

The FTC characterizes the proposed post-merger divestiture of Buckskin to Kiewit as a

"self-help permanent remedy" that is not properly before this Court.  FTC Mot. at 3.  The FTC

argues that the Court should exclude consideration of the Kiewit transaction because, as a

question of "remedy," it cannot be considered by this Court in a Section 13(b) action for
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preliminary relief, and because the proposed Kiewit transaction is not a sufficiently binding

commitment in any event.  In their responses to plaintiffs' complaints and requests for a

preliminary injunction, defendants have explained that the proposed acquisition challenged by the

FTC is properly seen as a set of two transactions involving, first, the acquisition of Triton's North

Rochelle and Buckskin mines by Arch, and then the "concurrent divestiture" of the Buckskin mine

to Kiewit.  Arch Answer at 1.  Defendants argue that ignoring the second transaction would be

tantamount to the Court assessing "a purely hypothetical transaction of the Commission's making 

-- that none of the parties are proposing."  Defs.Opp. at 2.  

The Court's analysis centers initially on the task of defining the transaction that is being

challenged by the FTC.  The FTC argues that the Kiewit transaction is merely a proposed remedy

to the Arch-Triton merger, while defendants argue that it is a central component of what they are

proposing to do and hence what the FTC is challenging.  The case most directly on point is

Federal Trade Comm'n v. Libbey, 211 F.Supp.2d 34 (D.D.C. 2002).  In Libbey, the FTC brought a

Section 13(b) preliminary injunction proceeding to enjoin the acquisition of one glassware

manufacturer by another.  About a month after the FTC had voted to seek a preliminary

injunction, and a week after the FTC had filed its complaint in district court, the parties to the

merger amended their agreement to allow one party to acquire only a part of the other's

manufacturing plants and glassware business, while the rest of the assets would be transferred to

another entity.  Id. at 38.  The court in Libbey, noting that the parties had made a good-faith effort

to address the FTC's concerns regarding the original merger agreement in amending that

agreement, concluded that

. . . parties to a merger agreement that is being challenged by the
government can abandon that agreement and propose a new one in
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an effort to address the government's concerns.  And when they do
so under circumstances as occurred in this case, it becomes the new
agreement that the Court must evaluate in deciding whether an
injunction should be issued.

Id. at 46.  

The FTC makes much of the fact that here defendants Arch and Triton, unlike the

defendants in Libbey, have not amended their merger agreement to include the sale of Buckskin to

Kiewit.  The Commission notes that the Kiewit transaction is separate and distinct from the Arch-

Triton merger agreement, that the Arch-Kiewit contract is contingent upon the successful

acquisition of Triton by Arch and contains provisions that allow one or both parties to walk away

from the deal, and that the deal might be renegotiated.  The Commission therefore argues that the

only transaction squarely in issue before this Court is the Arch-Triton merger.  

While it cannot be denied that Arch, Triton, and Kiewit have chosen to structure the

proposal as two separate transactions rather than one three-way agreement, the Court does not find

this structural choice to be dispositive on the issue whether the Kiewit transaction should be

considered in the preliminary injunction proceeding.  In Libbey, the court noted that even after the

parties had amended their merger agreement, the FTC remained capable of vetting the amended

agreement and had in fact voted to enjoin the amended merger agreement.  The court therefore

concluded that it was the amended merger agreement that the FTC was challenging and that was

properly before the court for review on the FTC's motion for preliminary injunction.  Libbey, 211

F.Supp.2d at 46.  Here as well, Arch informed the Commission in late January 2004 that it had

signed an agreement with Kiewit and the FTC then issued its administrative complaint

challenging the merger after "determin[ing] that the competitive concerns posed by Arch's

acquisition of Triton were not remedied by Arch's offer to sell the Buckskin mine to Kiewit." 
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FTC Mot. at 4.  Thus, the FTC has assessed and is in reality challenging the merger agreement

imcluding the Buckskin divestiture.

The fact that the Kiewit transaction is contingent on the successful acquisition of Triton by

Arch is not only a logical matter of course, but also reinforces, rather than casts doubt on, the

representation the parties have made that the sale of the Buckskin mine will in fact take place after

the Arch-Triton merger.  The uncontroverted facts, as presented to the Court by both parties,

reveal that the Kiewit transaction was proposed as a good faith response to the Commission's

investigation and concerns regarding the competitive effects of the Arch-Triton merger.  Arch and

Kiewit, through senior officers, have testified unequivocally that each is fully committed to the

transaction if the Arch-Triton merger is allowed, and that the Buckskin sale will definitely occur. 

The contract termination provisions referenced by the FTC do state that either Arch or Kiewit may

terminate the agreement after a certain set "expiration date," if the closing on the Kiewit

transaction, as determined by the closing of the Arch-Triton transaction, has not occurred by that

date.  But that is little more than a restatement of the obvious fact that the Arch-Kiewit contract is

contingent upon the successful acquisition of Triton by Arch.  Although theoretically the parties

could renegotiate the Kiewit deal, senior officers have affirmed their intent to consummate all

aspects of the transaction if not enjoined by this Court.  The Court therefore concludes that the

transaction that is the subject of the FTC's challenge is properly viewed as the set of two

transactions involving the acquisition of Triton by Arch and the immediate divestiture of the

Buckskin mine to Kiewit.  

The FTC also argues that consideration of the Kiewit transaction is beyond the purview of

this Court in a Section 13(b) preliminary injunction hearing and would impinge on the authority of
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 This argument is not much different from the competing problems presented in2

considering whether to allow any merger.  If not enjoined preliminarily but later found to violate
the law, can pre-merger competition really be recreated; and if enjoined preliminarily, would the
merger be abandoned and thus no longer possible even if ultimately found lawful?  See Federal
Trade Comm'n v. Heinz, 246 F.3d 708, 726 (D.C. Cir. 2000).

-6-

the FTC .  The FTC contends that, absent a preliminary injunction from this Court, if Arch were

permitted to acquire Triton and then sell Buckskin to Kiewit, the Commission would be unable to

order Triton's current operations to be reconstituted in the hands of a new competitor if the

Commission were to permanently enjoin the challenged transactions.   Therefore, the argument2

goes, the Commission would be irreparably prejudiced in its ability to fashion a complete and

effective permanent remedy at the end of the administrative proceedings.  The Court notes again,

however, that the FTC, in bringing its administrative complaint against defendants in this Court,

first determined that the Kiewit transaction did not resolve its concerns about the transaction. 

Consistent with the review structure created by Section 13(b), the burden is on the FTC to

convince this Court that its judgment is correct that the Arch-Triton merger including the Kiewit

transaction raises questions so serious, substantial, difficult and doubtful as to make the

challenged transactions fair ground for permanent injunction proceedings before the Commission.  

The role of the district court, according to the FTC, is not to sit as the ultimate fact-finder. 

See Federal Trade Comm'n v. Food Town Stores, Inc., 539 F.2d 1339, 1342 (4th Cir. 1976) ("The

district court is not authorized to determine whether the antitrust laws have been or are about to be

violated. That adjudicatory function is vested in FTC in the first instance. The only purpose of a

proceeding under § 13 is to preserve the status quo until FTC can perform its function.").  Rather,

this Court's role is simply to determine whether the FTC has established a likelihood of success on

the merits of its case by "raising questions going to the merits so serious, substantial, difficult and
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doubtful as to make them fair ground for thorough investigation, study, deliberation and

determination by the FTC in the first instance and ultimately by the Court of Appeals."  Federal

Trade Comm'n v. Heinz, 246 F.3d 708, 714-15 (D.C. Cir. 2000) (citations omitted).  The FTC

therefore argues that the DOJ antitrust cases cited by defendants are not applicable because in

those cases the district court does sit as the finder of fact.  This distinction, however, does not

affect the applicability of the observation in United States v. Franklin Electric Co., Civ. A. No.

00-c-0334-c (W.D.Wisc. July 19, 2000) (order denying plaintiff's motion in limine), that a

proposed transaction to resolve government antitrust concerns regarding a proposed merger or

acquisition should be considered by the district court as "relevant to the determination whether,

considered as a whole, defendants' transaction will lessen future competition substantially."  Even

under Section 13(b), this Court's task in determining the likelihood of the FTC's success in

showing that the challenged transaction may substantially lessen competition in violation of

Section 7 of the Clayton Act requires the Court to review the entire transaction in question.  Given

this Court's conclusion, based on all circumstances including the evidence presented at the

preliminary injunction hearing, that the Arch-Kiewit transaction will in fact occur as agreed if the

Arch-Triton merger goes forward, the Court is unwilling simply to ignore the fact of the

divestiture of Buckskin to Kiewit.

CONCLUSION

Because this Court regards the challenged transaction as consisting of both the acquisition

of Triton by Arch and the divestiture of the Buckskin mine to Kiewit, and because its role under

Section 13(b) requires it to give the challenged transaction a thorough, good-faith review, the

Court concludes that excluding evidence and argument regarding the Kiewit transaction would be 
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tantamount to turning a blind eye to the elephant in the room.  The FTC's motion in limine will

therefore be denied.  A separate order accompanies this memorandum opinion.

  

            /s/  John D. Bates                 
            JOHN D. BATES
     United States District Judge

Dated:        July 7, 2004       
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